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Abstract High-resolution global climate modeling holds the promise of capturing planetary-scale
climate modes and small-scale (regional and sometimes extreme) features simultaneously, including their
mutual interaction. This paper discusses a new state-of-the-art high-resolution Community Earth System
Model (CESM) simulation that was performed with these goals in mind. The atmospheric component was at
0.25� grid spacing, and ocean component at 0.1�. One hundred years of ‘‘present-day’’ simulation were com-
pleted. Major results were that annual mean sea surface temperature (SST) in the equatorial Pacific and El-
Ni~no Southern Oscillation variability were well simulated compared to standard resolution models. Tropical
and southern Atlantic SST also had much reduced bias compared to previous versions of the model. In addi-
tion, the high resolution of the model enabled small-scale features of the climate system to be represented,
such as air-sea interaction over ocean frontal zones, mesoscale systems generated by the Rockies, and Trop-
ical Cyclones. Associated single component runs and standard resolution coupled runs are used to help
attribute the strengths and weaknesses of the fully coupled run. The high-resolution run employed 23,404
cores, costing 250 thousand processor-hours per simulated year and made about two simulated years per
day on the NCAR-Wyoming supercomputer ‘‘Yellowstone.’’

1. Introduction

The current generation of coupled general circulation models (CGCMs) is designed to be able to perform century
and multicentury simulations and ensembles. With existing computing power availability, this has restricted
models to have grid spacings of around or greater than 1� (�100km). These models adequately resolve large-
scale modes of climate variability (such as El-Ni~no Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation, North
Atlantic Oscillation) but do not capture smaller-scale features such as Tropical Cyclones, mesoscale storms forced
by steep orography, polar lows, ocean eddies, and fronts, which have important local impacts and may feedback
to the large-scale climate. For example, for future climate simulations, it would be useful to know how the statis-
tics of strong mesoscale storms such as Tropical Cyclones are projected to change in time.

Several different approaches have been applied to investigate the smaller-scale features of climate. Regional
downscaling is a computationally efficient method of estimating the effect of large scales on smaller scales,
but it cannot include the feedback to the larger scales. Mesh refinable global grids offer promise to allow
‘‘zooming’’ to small scale whilst including all the scale interactions, but require more knowledge of how to
make parameterizations act across the different scales. Two-way nested grids embedded in a CGCM are a
variation on this which also suffers from similar questions of how to treat eddies crossing boundaries from
fine grid cells to coarser cells. Finally, globally high-resolution models include all the advantages of the
above methods and none of their disadvantages, but are limited by computing power and data storage.

The new high-resolution global climate simulation presented here was enabled by an early use phase of the
NCAR-University of Wyoming Supercomputer Center (NWSC). Such a simulation can potentially act as a
benchmark for the other modeling approaches listed above. It can also be used to study climate interac-
tions at all scales down to ocean mesoscale (tens of kilometers) and atmospheric mesoscale (hundreds of
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kilometer). We could consider this as another (spatial) aspect of seamless weather and climate simulation
[c.f. Palmer et al., 2008; Hoskins, 2013].

Previous high-resolution global simulations have revealed processes not seen in their low-resolution coun-
terparts. A noncomprehensive list of examples is given next. McClean et al. [2011] showed examples of Trop-
ical cyclones inducing cold wakes on the ocean surface, which can potentially affect storm strength
(especially for slow moving storms). Some of the long-standing SST biases in east-boundary regions are
reduced (especially off California [McClean et al., 2011; Delworth et al., 2012]), due to improved coastal winds
[Gent et al., 2010] and consequently more realistic surface currents and ocean upwelling. Ocean eddies, a
significant part of global ocean heat transport, are better captured [McClean et al., 2011]. Fundamental
aspects of air-sea interaction are different when an eddy-resolving ocean model is included, with a domi-
nant forcing of the atmosphere by the ocean at small scales [Bryan et al., 2010; Kirtman et al., 2012]. Some
precipitation patterns over land show closer agreement with observations [Delworth et al., 2012], partly due
to more realistic orography, in a similar manner to that found with regional downscaling. Aspects of the
ITCZ bias are improved [Delworth et al., 2012], and other studies have shown ENSO to be better simulated
at high resolution [Shaffrey et al., 2009; Sakamoto et al., 2012].

Despite these advances made with high-resolution global models, some problems remain or are exacer-
bated at these resolutions. For example, the ITCZ in the CESM class of models gets overstrong at high reso-
lution in the atmosphere. Tuning is expensive at high resolution, so some simulations have exhibited too
much warming or cooling with an especially notable effect on the polar regions where sea ice can be too
thin and limited in area [Kirtman et al., 2012] or too thick and extensive [McClean et al., 2011], respectively.

The aim of this paper is to determine the improvements, degradations, and newly resolved aspects in global
climate simulation that are found in the latest version of the CESM, at high resolution, relative to simulations
with a more standard resolution of 1� , and also with previous high-resolution climate model runs. Specifi-
cally, we use Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) version 5 with the Spectral Element (SE) dynamical
core, with grid spacing of 0.25� , in combination with the Parallel Ocean Program (POP2) with grid spacing
of 0.1�. The particular foci are on small-scale events such as ocean eddies, Tropical cyclones, and orographi-
cally forced storms, on small-scale air-sea processes, and on large-scale features of the Tropical climate such
as ENSO and the mean state of the Tropical Atlantic.

This is believed to be the longest run to date with CAM5-SE at 0.25� (coupled or uncoupled). The 100 year
run allows for investigation of interannual variability and some decadal analysis. Data from the run are avail-
able for analysis and are served to the public via the Earth System Grid (see Acknowledgments).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the model, observations, methods, and computing
environment. Section 3 discusses model drift and climatology. Section 4 focuses on Tropical processes,
including seasonal cycle, ENSO variability, and Tropical Cyclones. Section 5 covers midlatitude variability,
including mesoscale convective systems over land, cold air outbreaks over the ocean, and ocean variability
on a range of time scales. This is followed by a discussion on the comparative performance of the model rel-
ative to other global high-resolution climate models, the existing deficiencies, and the way ahead. Finally,
Summary and Future Work is presented.

2. Models, Experiments, and Computational Performance

2.1. Model
The Community Earth System Model (CESM) [Hurrell et al., 2013] is a new generation climate model that suc-
ceeds the Community Climate System Model version 4 [Gent et al., 2011]. The model configuration used
here has CAM5 [Neale et al., 2010] with a spectral element (SE) dynamical core [Mishra et al., 2011; Dennis
et al., 2012], Community Ice Code version 4 [Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008], Parallel Ocean Program version 2
(POP2) [Smith et al., 2010], and Community Land Model version 4 [Lawrence et al., 2011].

As summarized in Meehl et al. [2013, and references therein], CAM5 includes new boundary layer, shallow
convection, radiation, and microphysics schemes, as well as fully interactive aerosols. Amongst the improve-
ments seen in CAM5 simulations (relative to the predecessor CAM4) are a better representation of cloud
properties such as total cloud amount, optically thick cloud amount, and midlevel cloud [Kay et al., 2012;
Medeiros et al., 2012], as well as reduced resolution dependence of certain fields such as short and
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long-wave cloud forcing [Bacmeister et al., 2014]. In our simulation, CAM5 has a horizontal resolution of
about 0.25� and the standard 30 levels in the vertical, with a model top of 3 hPa.

The POP2 model had a nominal grid spacing of 0.1� (decreasing from 11 km at the Equator to 2.5 km at
high latitudes) in a tripole grid with poles in North America and Asia. The configuration was similar to that
used in McClean et al. [2011] and Kirtman et al. [2012], except that the number of vertical levels was
increased from 42 to 62 with more levels in the main thermocline. The ocean communicated with the cou-
pler every 6 h, providing updated sea surface temperature and receiving update fluxes, and the atmosphere
communicated every 10 min. The coupler computes air-sea fluxes using the Large and Yaeger [2009] surface
layer scheme. The land and sea ice models were run at the same resolution and grid as the atmosphere and
ocean models, respectively.

The high-resolution CESM was run under ‘‘present-day’’ (year 2000) greenhouse gas conditions (fixed CO2

concentration of 367 ppm). This was chosen so that direct comparisons could be made with recent-era
observations of fine-scale and large-scale phenomena. The prognostic carbon-nitrogen cycle was not used
in this simulation.

In the following, this simulation will be referred to as CESM-High Resolution (CESM-H).

2.2. Computational Performance
The simulation was run on the Yellowstone IBM supercomputer, located at the NCAR-Wyoming Supercom-
puting Center, Cheyenne, Wyoming. Yellowstone is a 1.5 petaflops high-performance computing system
with 72,288 processor cores, 144.6 TB of memory. The Yellowstone HPC system is based on IBM’s iDataPlex
architecture with Intel Sandy Bridge processors.

The first 60 years of this CESM simulation was performed over a 3 month time period of the ‘‘Accelerated
Scientific Discovery’’ period, on 23,404 cores and together with supporting experiments consumed 25 mil-
lion CPU hours. It cost about 250 K core hours per simulated year. The simulation was more computationally
intensive than many previous CCSM simulations with similar resolution [e.g., McClean et al., 2011], largely
because of the computational cost of prognostic equations for aerosols in the new CAM5 model (in CAM4
aerosols were prescribed). Indeed, only the use of the highly scalable Spectral Element atmospheric dynam-
ical core allowed this kind of simulation to be performed so efficiently [Dennis et al., 2012].

The core count was chosen to maximize the model throughput (in terms of number of model years that
could be run in a single day), while also keeping the computational cost reasonable (so as not to adversely
affect the number of model years completed). A throughput of two simulated model years per day was
obtained by carefully load balancing between the model components, some of which can largely run simul-
taneously (e.g., the ocean and atmosphere), while others couple more frequently. The input/output for the
run was substantial, adding approximately 6.5% overhead to the run, and generating approximately one
terabyte of data per compute day.

2.3. Initial Conditions and Run Parameters
The ocean initial condition was derived from the Gouretski and Koltermann [2004] climatology of WOCE and
other data. This comprises optimally analyzed gridded fields of temperature and salinity on a 0.5� grid. Opti-
mal interpolation was performed on density surfaces to avoid production of artificial water masses in the
gridded data and results in sharper horizontal gradients. Hydrostatic stability of the analyzed climatological
density profiles is also imposed. A short (1 year) ocean-ice spin-up was then run, forced by boundary condi-
tions from the Coordinated Ocean Reference Experiment (CORE) protocol [Large and Yaeger, 2009]. (Compu-
tational limitations at the very start of the ASD period limited the length of the spin-up). There followed the
main coupled run, during which time only small changes were made to the model setup, in ice time step
and coupling interval, ocean time step, and to the minimum snow thickness threshold, as well as processor
layout.

2.4. Supporting Experiments
In addition to the main coupled experiment described above, two 7 year cycles of an atmosphere-only sim-
ulation with the same atmosphere model configuration and resolution were run using the daily 0.25�

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Optimum Interpolation (OI) SST product
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(OISST-0.25o) [Reynolds et al., 2007] as a surface boundary condition, each for years 2004–2010. This is
referred to as CESM-Atmosphere (CESM-A).

A standard resolution equivalent to CESM-H was run for 166 years, for year 2000 conditions, and with no
active Carbon-Nitrogen cycle. The CAM5-SE atmosphere and land grid were about 1�, and the ocean and
ice models had nominal 1� spacing, (the actual spacing of POP is uniform at 1.125� in the zonal direction
but varies from 0.27� in meridional direction at the equator, to around 0.5� at higher latitudes [Danabasoglu
et al., 2006]). Initial conditions for ocean and ice are created in the same way as for the high-resolution case,
but with the standard resolution ocean-ice model. The ocean and atmosphere communicated with the cou-
pler every 6 h and 30 min, respectively.

This simulation will be will be referred to as CESM-Standard Resolution (CESM-S). Note that comparisons
are made between CESM-H and CESM-S only when strictly necessary and informative—in some cases, it is
not appropriate to show standard resolution results (e.g., for Tropical Cyclones), whilst in other cases, more
research is required to understand differences between the simulations.

During the course of the high-resolution simulation CESM-H, it was found that the 0.25� soil erodability
map gave rise to a low dust aerosol burden (P.-L. Ma and P. Rasch, personal communication, 2013). Rather
than rerun the expensive simulation, or modify the map and the dust burden mid-way through the run (at
risk of changing the climate state in an unexpected fashion), the problem was investigated by running the
standard resolution case with a variety of different dust burdens, including both realistic and low burdens.
We found that changes to dust burden did not substantially alter the fields of interest to us in this paper. (A
better quality soil erodability map is now standard with 0.25� CAM5.)

2.5. Model Tuning
For simulations of twentieth century climate and beyond, a common approach is to start the run with preindus-
trial greenhouse gas concentrations (typically 280 ppm), adjust the model parameters (via ‘‘tuning’’) to achieve
a small (<0.1 W m22) top of atmosphere (TOA) radiation imbalance, and then proceed forward with simulating
the subsequent time period. This ensures some confidence that the subsequent changes in TOA imbalance are
due to external forcing (i.e., increases in greenhouse gas) rather than inherent model imbalances.

This kind of approach is not feasible for high-resolution models, due to the computational expense of run-
ning long periods. Our approach for this ‘‘year 2000’’ simulation was simply to run mostly with parameter
values developed for atmosphere-only simulations at the same resolution (particularly for CESM-H), or from
coupled runs for preindustrial conditions (for CESM-S), and apply a minimal amount of new tuning.

For our simulations, some tuning was necessary, especially as the CESM has rarely been applied in a con-
stant ‘‘year 2000’’ mode, and the standard model settings are previously adjusted based on preindustrial
conditions. It may be argued that the use of tuning makes it hard to interpret differences in model solution
as due to resolution alone, and indeed caution must be applied in the interpretation of model differences
as such. In addition, the different ocean model resolutions employ different schemes and parameterizations
(as discussed later), some related to the different resolution, but also because some schemes (e.g., latitudi-
nally varying diffusivity, see section 4.1) have not been tested yet in the high-resolution version, which is
generally less developed due to computational expense. The interpretation of the model data employed in
this paper is that the CESM-H and CESM-S are the best simulations available at their respective resolutions,
for the same model version, and for year 2000 conditions. More details of model setup and tuning are con-
tained in supporting information Document 1.

3. Model Drift and Climatology

It has previously been suggested that high resolution can improve some aspects of model drift (e.g.,
reduced drift when ocean eddies are resolved [Delworth et al., 2012]), as well as model climatology (such as
improved precipitation when orography is better resolved [Delworth et al., 2012]). This section discusses the
new model drift and climatology and whether we see improvements due to resolution in CESM.

3.1. Model Drift
In the CESM-H simulation, the TOA radiation imbalance reduced reasonably quickly, from around 1 W m22

at the beginning of the run to 0.5 W m22 after 60 years, ending at around 0.3 W m22 (Figure 1a, CESM-H is
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shown as black line in all plots). This evolution at constant year 2000 values of forcing seems reasonable
given that current estimates of the TOA imbalances due to transient greenhouse gas forcing are around
0.5–1.0 W m22 [Hansen et al., 2005; Trenberth et al., 2009; Loeb et al., 2012; Balmaseda et al., 2013, and refer-
ences therein]. However, we cannot fully distinguish between inherent model imbalances and true global
warming effect in the simulation. Note that our simulation was not planned for climate change studies,
instead to simulate a period when reasonably extensive observations existed for model validation. The
model TOA radiation imbalance compares well with previous high-resolution global model simulations
which typically also achieve between 0.5 and 1 W m22 [Shaffrey et al., 2009; Delworth et al., 2012; Sakamoto
et al., 2012].

The global surface temperature in CESM-H increases by 1.2�C over the whole 100 years (Figure 1b). Global
sea surface temperature initially cools from the initial condition, and the first 15 years has a global mean dif-
ference of 20.64�C compared to HADISST present-day SST, but the surface ocean subsequently warms so
that the corresponding difference is 10.21�C over years 60–90, with a suggestion of equilibriation toward
the end of the run.

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), defined as maximum overturning streamfunction
in Northern Hemisphere below 500 m depth, spins-up to about 20 Sv (1 Sv 5 106 m3 s21) in the 1 year of
forced ocean-ice simulation (not shown) and then rises steadily through the 100 year coupled simulation of

Figure 1. Time series of globally averaged quantities for 100 years of CESM-H (thick black line) and 166 years of CESM-S (thin gray line). (a) Top of atmosphere net radiation, positive
incoming to Earth. Data are 10 year running mean. (b) Surface (including ocean, land, ice) temperature, 10 year running average. Sea ice area in (c) Northern Hemisphere and (d) South-
ern Hemisphere. (e) Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), 12 month running averages, (f) transport through Drake Passage due to Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC),
annual values.
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CESM-H, reaching 26 Sv at the end (Figure 1e), more than observed values of 18.7 6 2.1 Sv from the Rapid Cli-
mate Change-Meridional Overturning Circulation and Heatflux Array [Kunzow et al., 2010]. Transport through
Drake Passage likewise quickly spins-up to nearly 150 Sv initially, before settling to values between 130 and
140 Sv (Figure 1f), favorably comparing with observed estimates of 136.7 6 7.8 Sv [Cunningham et al., 2003].

The global volume averaged ocean potential temperature in CESM-H rose by 0.165�C over the 100 year
period. Much of the ocean warming takes place in the top 1000 m, especially at depths around 50–100 and
500–1000 m where the temperature increases by around 1�C over the 100 years (Figure 2a). Inspection of
the interbasin distribution (not shown) revealed that much of the warming occurred in the subtropical gyres
of the North and South Atlantic and North Pacific, as well as the Southern Ocean. Northward displacement
of the main oceanic fronts (Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Extension) relative to observations, and anomalously
warm Mediterranean Sea outflow, contributed to the warming.

Figures 1c and 1d show the annual mean sea ice area in CESM-H for both hemispheres. The ice area for the
Northern Hemisphere shows a steady decline over the 100 year period, from 10.0 million km2, ending at 7.5
million km2. The Southern Hemisphere ice area initially rapidly reduces but appears to be well equilibrated
after year 20 (except for a dip around year 60) and also reaches 7.5 million km2. Ice volume shows similar
trends ending at 1 3 1013 m3 (0.7 3 1013 m3) for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively (not
shown). The mean sea ice area for both hemispheres starts out reasonably close to the satellite observations
in the early part of the simulation, in contrast to previous CCSM4 high-resolution experiments [McClean
et al., 2011; Kirtman et al., 2012], but drops to very low values later in the run, as discussed in section 3.2.

For reference, some relevant results from the CESM-S case are now discussed. The TOA radiation imbalance
started at around 1 W m22 and was approaching 0.5 W m22 at the end of the 166 year run (Figure 1a, gray
line), a much slower reduction than in the high-resolution run. The global averaged surface temperature
stopped drifting upward and stabilized at around year 120 (Figure 1b). Likewise, the Northern Hemisphere
sea ice area stabilized at about 9.0 million km2 at around the same time (Figure 1c), and the Southern Hemi-
sphere sea ice area stabilized much earlier, after the first 50 years, at 9.5 million km2 (Figure 1d, see also Fig-
ure 5 below for the seasonal cycles of both of these runs).

Figure 2. Globally averaged ocean potential temperature difference from initial condition, versus depth to 1000 m, for (a) CESM-H and (b) CESM-S. Time rate of change of temperature
for CESM-H (solid) and CESM-S (dashed), at a depth of (c) 200 m and (d) 700 m. Data in Figures 2c and 2d have been smoothed twice with a 10 year running mean to remove effect of
transients.
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The AMOC follows a very similar
upward trend in the first 100 years
of CESM-S relative to CESM-H (Fig-
ure 1e), but after that it steadily
reduces to around 24 Sv by the
end of the run. Looking in more
detail, the time series of the two
runs are very close to around year
15, but thereafter exhibit consider-
able differences on interannual
time scales (Figure 1e). Meanwhile
Drake Passage transport values are
much higher in CESM-S than in
CESM-H, ranging from 170 to 150
Sv with a general weakening trend
(Figure 1f). It will be shown later
that wind stress in the Southern
Ocean has a different structure in
the two runs: strongest winds are
located further equatorward in
CESM-S compared to CESM-H.

As with CESM-H, there is consider-
able warming in the ocean subsur-
face in CESM-S, at depths of 500–
800 m, but the temperatures in the
top 200 m are less than in the for-
mer (Figure 2b). In terms of the rate
of change of temperature, this is

always positive at depths around 700 m, with CESM-S warming faster (Figure 2d), whilst at 200 m, the rate
of change is generally positive in both runs after year 30 (Figure 2c). This indicates that globally both mod-
els warm in a similar fashion after the first few decades of transient response to initial conditions. The large
rate of change of ocean temperature in CESM-S is in response to the larger TOA radiation imbalance (Figure
1a), with the excess heat warming the ocean rather than the sea ice and surface air temperature (Figures
1b–1d).

3.2. Climatology
Based on the model drift statistics discussed in the above section, model climatologies are formed from
later parts of the simulations where the surface is more equilibriated: specifically years 60–90 for CESM-H
and years 136–166 for CESM-S.

3.2.1. SST
The annual mean SST climatology of CESM-H is characterized by relatively small SST bias in the Tropics, a
cool bias in the subtropics and warm bias in mid to high latitudes (Figure 3a), relative to the Hadley Centre
sea ice and SST data set (HadISST) [Hurrell et al., 2008]. CESM-S also has a warm bias in the midlatitude
Southern Ocean and cool bias in the subtropical North Atlantic and North Pacific (Figure 3b). However,
there are a number of regions of substantial improvement in the high-resolution run, such that the spatial
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of model SST computed from the global map of Figure 3a is 0.82, compared
to 0.99 in Figure 3b. The examples circled in Figure 3a are discussed next.

Warm SST biases in the eastern boundary regions are reduced (regions 1, 2, and 3). Similar results for the
California current and Peru-Chile upwelling region were found by, e.g., Gent et al. [2010], McClean et al.
[2011], and Delworth et al. [2012]. Improvement of the Benguela upwelling has been more difficult to
achieve, with only Gent et al. [2010] showing a significant improvement, based on a change in atmospheric
grid spacing from 2� to 1/2�. CESM-H shows a small SST bias (relative to CCSM4 with atmosphere at 2� to
1�) [Gent et al., 2011], but is comparable with CCSM4 with atmosphere at 1=2

� [Gent et al., 2010]. The bias

Figure 3. SST biases, for the annual climatological mean. (a) CESM-H and (b) CESM-S.
Both are compared against ‘‘present-day’’ HADISST (1999–2008). Note nonlinear color
scale. Areas referred to in text are circled in Figure 3a and numbered. The mean differ-
ence, spatial root mean square error, and spatial correlation for the model versus the
HADISST climatology are shown at the top of each figure.
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reduction occurs not just in the Benguela upwelling (region 3) but across the whole Tropical Atlantic where
the bias turns mostly negative (region 5, Figure 3a). This is a slight improvement on CESM-S (Figure 3b), and
a big improvement on the previous generation of the model, CCSM4, which had warm SST biases of 2�C or
more along the equator east of 10�W [Gent et al., 2011, Figure 1a]. This is discussed in more detail in
section 4.1.

SST errors in western boundary currents such as the Gulf Stream and Brazil-Malvinas confluence (regions 6
and 8), and also in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (e.g., region 7) are of lesser magnitude in CESM-H than
in CESM-S (Figures 3a and 3b). At higher resolution the Gulf Stream still separates from the U.S. coast too far
north and then extends more eastward than observed (Figure 3a), but the path and SST errors are substan-
tially less than in CESM-S (Figure 3b) and compare favorably with previous high-resolution coupled simula-
tions. There is also an improvement in SST in CESM-H just east of Hokkaido, Japan, due to better
representation of the Kuroshio/Oyashio system, but this is countered by the generally warm midlatitude bias
mentioned above. In the Southern Ocean, a strong dipole of cool/warm SST biases north/south of the ACC in
CESM-S (Figure 3b) is replaced by a more gradual poleward warming tendency in CESM-H (Figure 3a).

Tropical, annual mean SST in the Pacific and Indian Ocean is quite well represented in CESM-H, with biases
of less than 1�C (Figure 3a), which contrasts with too warm temperatures in the East Pacific in CESM-S (Fig-
ure 3b). In the central Tropical Pacific, warm SST bias brackets a cool bias along the equator in CESM-H and
in CESM-S, which is often associated with double ITCZ problems, but with weaker magnitude in CESM-H
than in many other climate model simulations [Davey et al., 2002]. The Tropical Ocean characteristics will be
examined in more detail in section 4.1.

3.2.2. Precipitation
The most prominent feature of the annual mean climatological precipitation field in the Tropics is that the
northern ITCZ precipitation amount is too high in CESM-H (relative to multisensor products such as Tropical

Figure 4. (a–c) Precipitation bias fields for annual mean climatology, relative to Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM). CESM-H (Figure 4a), CESM-S (Figure 4b), and uncoupled
high-resolution atmosphere run CESM-A (Figure 4c). Areas discussed in text are circled in Figure 4a. (d and e) Precipitation seasonal cycle averaged between 10�W and 10�E, shown as a
function of latitude from 15�S to 25�N. Figure 4d is a climatology from TRMM 3B43 product and Figure 4e is CESM-H. In Figures 4a–4c, the mean difference, spatial root mean square
error, and spatial correlation for the model versus observations are shown at the top of each figure.
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Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM [Huffman et al., 2007]), shown here, and Global Precipitation Climatol-
ogy Project, GPCP [Huffman et al., 1997]), and the South Pacific Convergence Zone is too strong and zonal
(Figure 4a). However, the double ITCZ problem in the Far eastern Pacific is reduced with high resolution
(region 1 of Figure 4a, compare with CESM-S in Figure 4b) and the excessive precipitation bias offshore of
Ecuador/Colombia is also reduced. These results are similar to those obtained in Delworth et al. [2012].

The atmosphere component of CESM-H (i.e., CESM-A), when forced by observed, high-resolution SST, also
exhibits excessive precipitation in the eastern Pacific ITCZ and in the Indian Ocean (Figure 4c). Bacmeister
et al. [2014] have shown similar characteristics of CAM5 using a Finite Volume dynamical core at 0.25�. How-
ever, CESM-A has too little precipitation in the western Pacific warm pool (Figure 4c), and it is possible that
the slight excess of precipitation there in CESM-H (Figure 4a) is due to locally warm SST (Figure 3a). CESM-H
has a much narrower and more intense ITCZ than CESM-A in the central Pacific and in the Atlantic. The
Atlantic ITCZ error in CESM-H (region 2, Figure 4a) is of fundamentally different character to that of CESM-S
(Figure 4b) and CESM-A (Figure 4c), and represents a strengthening of the ITCZ but in the correct location.
This point will be returned to in section 4.1.

An example of a seasonal cycle of precipitation that is well captured is the monsoon over West Africa,
whose importance has been stressed during recent decades [e.g., Cook et al., 2012, and references therein].
The monthly climatology of precipitation in TRMM averaged between 10�W and 10�E shows the strong rain-
fall between April and June a few degrees north of the Equator (Figure 4d) then a monsoon ‘‘jump’’ around
June and July in the neighborhood of 5�N. Cook et al. [2012] have previously shown that the CCSM4 West
African monsoon makes the jump at the right time (June and July), but the early season rainfall is south of
the equator, related to a large warm SST bias there. The CESM-H simulation (Figure 4e) indicates significant
improvement over CCSM-4 in simulating the earlier rain band both in intensity and location (north of the
Equator, at about 5�N).

3.2.3. Winds Over the Ocean
A notable feature of CAM5 (and predecessors) is that the winds in extratropical storm tracks are too strong,
resulting in excessive time-mean wind stress over the ocean in CESM-H (Figure 5b, regions 1–3). This aspect

Figure 5. Surface wind stress (vectors) and magnitude of mean stress vector in color, annual mean climatology. (a) From European Remote Sensing (ERS) scatterometer. Difference
between model run and ERS scatterometer (b) for CESM-H, (c) for CESM-S, and (d) for atmosphere-only run CESM-A. Areas discussed in text are circled in Figure 5b. The mean difference,
spatial root mean square error, and spatial correlation for the model versus the ERS climatology are shown at the top of Figures 5b–5d.
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is also present in the associated high-resolution atmosphere-only CESM-A (Figure 5d) and CESM-S (Figure
5c). In contrast, winds are too weak in the Indian monsoon region (Figure 5b, region 4, Figures 5c and 5d).
In the eastern equatorial Pacific, the trade winds are too strong in CESM-H (Figure 5b, region 5) and CESM-A
(Figure 5d) simulations.

Relative to CESM-S (Figure 5c), CESM-H has a southward shifted wind stress bias in the Southern Ocean (Fig-
ure 5b, region 3), particularly in the South Indian sector. There is an improvement under higher resolution
in the wind stress in the south-east Atlantic, on the eastern edge of the subtropical high (compare Figure
5b, region 6, with Figure 5c) where the offshore wind jet is reduced to more realistic values. The wind bias is
most pronounced in CESM-S in DJF and occurs well away from the coast, and thus does not have a direct
effect on coastal upwelling (see also discussion in section 4.1, Atlantic).

3.2.4. Sea Ice
A long-standing problem with the CCSM family of models was the overestimation of sea ice in the Southern
Hemisphere. To some extent this was improved in previously performed standard resolution CESM simula-
tions, except that the model Austral summer ice extent was still much too high. The difficulty in simulating
the seasonal cycle arises in the November-December and December-January transition, when the real
Southern Ocean sea ice experiences a very rapid retreat (Figure 6a, solid line).

The standard resolution CESM-S slightly underestimates winter Austral sea ice, compared to long-term
(1981–2005) observations from the National Snow and Ice data Center (NSIDC), but still has too much Aus-
tral summer ice (Figure 6a, dashed line). The model rapid transition is weaker than observed in November-
December, and instead occurs strongly in January to February whilst the minimum extends into March (Fig-
ure 6a, dashed), a time when the real winter sea ice advance begins.

The high-resolution simulation CESM-H experiences gradual ice loss (as in Figures 1c and 1d) through the
run, especially in the Southern Hemisphere in Austral winter through early summer (Figure 6a, dotted and
chained lines) and in the Northern Hemisphere in Boreal summer (Figure 6b). However, the shape of the
annual cycle of Southern Hemisphere sea-ice extent is somewhat improved, with a more rapid reduction
between November and December, a minimum in February, then an advance by March (Figure 6a).

The simulations of Northern Hemisphere sea ice are more similar between CESM-H and CESM-S when the
later, more equilibriated, part of the high-resolution run is used (Figure 6b, dotted and dashed lines). The
models show notably less Boreal summer minimum sea-ice compared to the ‘‘current average’’ (1981–2005)
observed values of 7.5 million km2, with CESM-S having 3 million km2 and CESM-H 2.5 million km2 (Figure
6b). To place these persistent year 2000 simulations in context, the observed September minimum sea ice
extent from NSIDC for 2007 and 2012 (the record minimum years) was around 4.3 million km2 and 3.4

Figure 6. Northern and Southern Hemisphere sea ice extent, seasonal cycle. (a) Southern Hemisphere and (b) Northern Hemisphere. Dot-
ted and chained lines denote CESM-H, for years 15–34 and 55–74, respectively. Solid black line is interpretation of observations from
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), and the dashed line is a long-term average from CESM-S.
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million km2, respectively, whilst the CESM scenario runs of Meehl et al. [2013] show August-September-
October (ASO) sea ice reducing to around 3.5 million km2 in the 21st century in RCP 2.6, a low emission sce-
nario which led to CO2 concentrations of between 400 and 500 ppt.

4. Tropical Characteristics

The Tropics is a region where high resolution has previously been suggested to be important for climate
modeling. For example, Roberts et al. [2009] found improved eastern Pacific ocean temperature when Tropi-
cal Instability Waves are resolved, and a better simulation of ENSO was obtained by Sakamoto et al. [2012]
and Delworth et al. [2012] in high-resolution models. Here we discuss the mean state, and annual cycle of
the Tropical Pacific and Atlantic, as well as Tropical variability such as ENSO, Madden-Julian-Oscillation, and
Tropical Cyclones, in our simulations.

4.1. Mean State and Annual Cycle
4.1.1. Pacific Ocean
The small SST bias in the equatorial Pacific in CESM-H (Figure 3a) is emphasized quite clearly by the zonal
SST along the Equator, which is within 0.2�C of observations east of 160�E (Figure 7a). However, over the
maritime continent west of 160�E, SST is up to 1.5�C warmer than observed, whilst CESM-S has a much
smaller bias (Figures 7a and 7b). CESM-S has a weaker zonal SST gradient, with surface temperature too
warm by up to 1.5�C in the east, and too cold by 0.5�–1�C at 160�E (Figure 7b). The latter is typical of many
global models exhibiting warm waters extending from the Peru/Chile coast, and a too-cold cold tongue
extending too far west [Davey et al., 2002].

The seasonal cycle of equatorial SST along the equator shows westward propagation in both CESM-H
and observations (Figure 7c, left and middle), but the model amplitude is too weak, with a delayed start

Figure 7. (a) Annual mean SST along the Equator, Pacific Ocean. Black line: CESM-H, red line: Reynolds et al. [2002] climatology. (b) As Figure 7a but for CESM-S. Data are averaged
between latitudes 1.5�S and 1.5�N. (c) Seasonal cycle of SST at equator from (left) Reynolds et al. climatology, (middle) CESM-H, and (right) CESM-S.
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(by � 1 month) of warm anomalies in boreal Spring and cold anomalies in boreal Fall. The westward propa-
gation is related to the seasonal cycle in wind stress, coupled atmosphere-ocean processes, and ocean
dynamics [Chang, 1994; Dijkstra and Neelin, 1995; Yu and McPhaden, 1999]. CESM-S has slightly better phase
and amplitude of the seasonal cycle (Figure 7c, right).

One of the proposed reasons for improved annual-mean eastern equatorial Pacific SST structure at high
resolution, and for reducing the common too-cold cold tongue bias, is that the effect of Tropical Instability
Waves (TIWs) in fluxing heat toward the Equator is well simulated [Jochum et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2009].
We do not attempt a detailed heat budget here, but note that a map of the standard deviation of high-pass
filtered SST from CESM-H shows that in the Pacific TIWs are prominent (Figure 8a, compare with Figure 1b
of Small et al. [2005]), although a comparison with TOGA TOA mooring data reveals the SST variance is
smaller than observed in the 10–50 day period band (Figure 8b).

The CESM-H model TIW’s surface eddy kinetic energy (EKE) compares well with the TAO array record at
140�W (not shown), suggesting that the weak SST variance is not the result of insufficiently resolved dynam-
ics, but rather the result of not adequately represented thermodynamic processes that affect the SST. In partic-
ular, TIWs create vertical shear that leads to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and vertical mixing, a process that in
the present model is not resolved but only parameterized [see Jochum and Murtugudde, 2006]. Furthermore,
TIWs directly affect surface winds and air-sea heat flux [Chelton et al., 2004], and long and short-wave radiation
by inducing cloud formation [Deser et al., 1993]. Either one of these processes could be poorly represented
and lead to a bias in the SST variance, even if the TIW dynamics are represented quite well.

A common feature of global climate models is that the Equatorial thermocline is too deep and too diffuse
when compared with observations, partly related to high values of the background thermocline diffusivity.

Figure 8. (a) SST standard deviation from CESM-H data filtered to show sub-90 day variability. Squares show locations of a Tropical Atmos-
phere Ocean (TAO) mooring at 110�W, 2�N and a PIRATA mooring at 23�W, 4�N. (b) Variance spectra of unfiltered daily SST at location of
TAO mooring, from CESM-H (red), CESM-S (green), and TAO (blue).
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As described by Jochum [2009],
a latitudinally varying diffusivity
was introduced to standard
resolution POP to mimic obser-
vations of reduced diffusivity at
the Equator [Gregg et al., 2003]
as well as higher latitude varia-
tions in diffusivity. Vertical diffu-
sivity in an OGCM represents
the mixing caused by breaking
internal waves, a process that
cannot be resolved by OGCMs.
Ideally, it would depend on the
model state, like stratification or
levels of turbulent kinetic
energy [e.g., Osborn, 1980], but
the observational and theoreti-
cal knowledge is insufficient to
constrain any sophisticated
parameterization [e.g., MacKin-
non, 2013].

Introduction of a latitudinally
varying diffusivity led to some
improvement in the Equatorial
thermocline and the energy
associated with TIWs in standard
resolution CESM, but it still
placed the thermocline too
deep and had a weak vertical
gradient compared to observa-
tions [Jochum, 2009]. In CESM-S,
which uses this scheme, the
problem is manifested by 2�C
temperature biases at around
100 m in the eastern equatorial
Pacific (Figure 9b). Note how-

ever cool temperature biases in the western Pacific at these depths, indicating that the zonal slope of the
thermocline is too weak.

In CESM-H, the spatially dependent diffusivity was not yet implemented. This may explain why the subsur-
face temperature bias in the CESM-H case is larger than in CESM-S, reaching 3�C at 100 m in the eastern
Equatorial thermocline, whilst the western Pacific also has a warm bias above 150 m (Figure 9a). The deep
thermocline could be a factor in reducing the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of SST in the equatorial
Pacific, as well as ENSO variability as discussed later. Further, the SST variance associated with TIWs in
CESM-H is not much higher than that of CESM-S, a possible consequence of the lack of reduced diffusivity
in CESM-H (Figure 8b, frequency ranges of 0.03 31022 to 1021 day21.) Current work is on implementing
the spatially dependent diffusivity in high-resolution POP.

4.1.2. Atlantic Ocean
A common problem in global climate models is that the SST in the equatorial Atlantic is too warm in the
East and too cold in the West, creating a zonal SST gradient of opposite sign to observed, notably between
50�W and 10�W [see, e.g., Richter and Xie, 2008, Figure 2; also Toniazzo and Woolnough, 2013, and references
within these papers]. Most CMIP3 and CMIP5 models share these characteristics. A number of hypotheses
have been proposed for why the models exhibit such features, including but not limited to effect of convec-
tion over land and effect on Equatorial winds [Richter and Xie, 2008], remote influence of southern

Figure 9. Vertical section of annual-mean potential temperature versus longitude at the
Equator, differenced against Levitus et al. [1998] climatology of observations: (a) CESM-H
and (b) CESM-S. Light contour intervals are 1�C, and negative/positive differences are in
shades of blue/red, respectively. Levitus climatology is overlaid as dark black contours.
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stratocumulus (e.g., Ma et al. [1996] for the Peruvian case) [Wahl et al., 2011], and remote influence of
coastal upwelling [Large and Danabasoglu, 2006].

An encouraging aspect of CESM-S and CESM-H is that the zonal SST gradient between 50�W and 10�W is of
the right sign but weaker than observed (Figure 10a). The gradient in CESM-S is slightly closer to observa-
tions (Figure 10b) and in general the CESM-S SST is warmer than CESM-H (Figure 10a). Both simulations are
too warm by up to 1�C at the eastern boundary. In addition, the phase of the annual cycle is faithfully repro-
duced in both experiments (Figure 10c), but with slightly weaker amplitude in CESM-H. Overall, the results
are quite impressive compared to CMIP3 and CMIP5 class models [e.g., Richter and Xie, 2008].

The key seasonal transition in the equatorial Atlantic is between March-April-May (MAM), when a warm
pool exists in the Tropical Atlantic in observations and the model simulations, and JJA, when the cold
tongue develops (Figure 11a) and the African monsoon gets under way. This is also the period when
CCSM4 model biases grow largest [Grodsky et al., 2012]. By JJA, the cold tongue is prominent in observa-
tions (Figure 11a), and is also clear in CESM-S (Figure 11b) and CESM-H (Figure 11c), albeit at a slightly
warmer temperature (by about 1�C). During MAM, the observed winds in the equatorial zone are south-
easterly on and south of the Equator (Figure 11d). Previous models such as CCSM4 have winds that are very
weak along the Equator with a westerly bias [Grodsky et al., 2012; Mu~noz et al., 2012]. In contrast, CESM-S
(Figure 11e) and particularly CESM-H (Figure 11f) reasonably reproduce the magnitude of south-easterly
winds, which would cause Equatorial upwelling [Philander and Pacanowski, 1981] and the development of a
cold tongue.

One of the factors that influence the equatorial Atlantic winds is the precipitation over the Amazon rainfor-
est, which has been found to be generally too weak in MAM in climate models [Chang et al., 2007; Richter
and Xie, 2008]. In addition, Seo et al. [2008] suggest that increased precipitation in the Atlantic ITCZ associ-
ated with more active convergence in easterly waves in high-resolution atmosphere models can improve
the winds along the equator. CESM-H does have more precipitation in this season over most of Amazonia

Figure 10. As Figure 7 but for the Atlantic Ocean.
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and less over the Andes, compared to CESM-S, as found in the experiments of Delworth et al. [2012],
although the CESM-H precipitation is larger than the TRMM estimate (Figure S1). More research is required
to fully understand the nature of SST differences between CESM-H and CESM-S, the improvements since
CCSM4, and the role of land convection versus the ITCZ over the ocean, which is also much stronger in
CESM-H as noted in section 3.2.

A larger contrast between CESM-S and CESM-H is seen in terms of the SST in the Benguela upwelling region
(circled in Figure 11c). Whereas the CESM-S (Figure 11b) SST field looks similar to CCSM4 (with ocean and
atmosphere at 1�) in this region (not shown), with no indication of upwelling and a large warm bias in the
model, the CESM-H (Figure 11c) does have more realistic SST. At first sight, this is encouraging, but a more
detailed investigation (see Figure S2) has shown that although the CESM-H winds compare very well with
observations in this region (Figures 11d and 11f), there is an overstrong wind stress curl near the coast, due
to the gradient between strong wind stress in the atmospheric jet and weak wind stress at cells immedi-
ately adjacent to the coast. The latter, in turn, is due to the incorporation of atmosphere states over land in
the regridding to coastal ocean cells, where values of wind over land are typically much weaker than over
ocean due to increased surface drag (see Kara et al. [2007], for discussion of this issue). The end result is
quite strong upwelling just offshore due to excessive Ekman pumping (Figure S2), but a not very realistic
surface current and coastal upwelling field due to the lack of strong wind stress adjacent to the coast.

4.2. El-Ni~no Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
ENSO in the high-resolution model exhibits much more realistic amplitude and spectral characteristics than
state-of-the-art nominal resolution climate models. The standard deviation of the Nino34 index is 0.68�C in
CESM-H (years 15–85) which compares well with observations (0.73�C from 1935 to 1995), and represents a
significant improvement with respect to CESM-S (1.21�C, years 15–150). Noting that ENSO exhibits strong

Figure 11. Climatological Mean SST for June-July-August (JJA): from (a) Levitus/WOA98, (b) CESM-S, and (c) CESM-H. Corresponding climatological mean wind stress vectors (Nm22) and
magnitude of the mean vectors (color) in March-April-May (MAM) from (d) QuikSCAT observations [Risien and Chelton, 2008], (e) CESM-S, and (f) CESM-H.
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multidecadal to centennial modulation of ENSO’s amplitude [Wittenberg, 2009], our simulation may be too
short to robustly estimate the amplitude of ENSO. However, when we compare the running 30 year stand-
ard deviation of the above runs with long control runs of CESM (with CAM5 Finite Volume atmosphere) and
CCSM4, we find that periods of similar low standard deviation to CESM-H last for no more than 50–60 years
in the long CESM simulation, and never occur in CCSM4, suggesting that indeed CESM-H robustly simulates
a weaker ENSO (see Figure S3).

Further, the power spectrum of the Nino3.4 index simulated by CESM-H has a similar shape and magnitude
to HadISST observations (Figures 12a and 12b). This represents a notable improvement with respect to pre-
vious versions of CESM and state-of-the-art climate models. For example, in CCSM3, the repeat period of
ENSO was too regular (�2 years), whilst in CCSM4, the power spectrum was broader, as seen in observa-
tions, resulting from changes to the deep convection scheme [Neale et al., 2008; Gent et al., 2011], but the

Figure 12. Power spectrum of Nino3.4 index from (a) the last 90 years of HadISST observations, (b) CESM-H, and (c) CESM-S. The 95% significance levels are overlaid. In Figures 12b and
12c, the HadISST spectrum is overlaid as thin gray line. Note change of ordinate range between Figures 12b and 12c. Composite El-Ni~no evolution shown as SST between 3�S and 3�N as
function of calendar month for (d) HadISST observations, (e) CESM-H, and (f) CESM-S. (g–i) As Figures 12d–12f but for La-Ni~na.
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variance of the Nino3.4 index was much too high. This has persisted into some recent versions of CESM1
with the CAM5 model.

The Nino34 spectrum exhibits two notable peaks: at around 5 years and a smaller peak at 2.5 years in obser-
vations (Figure 12a, black line, and Figures 12b and 12c, gray lines): and at 3.5 years and again at 2.5 years
in CESM-H (Figure 12b, black line), the longer period peaks having power around 20�C2/cycles/month in
both cases. In contrast, CESM-S has a much stronger and more regular power spectrum with an excessively
strong peak of 120�C2/cycles/month (Figure 12c, note change of ordinate range). This seems to be unusu-
ally strong even by CCSM4/CESM standards, but the previous long control runs of CCSM4, and of CESM, also
had more power than the high-resolution model, both having single, broad peaks reaching nearly 70�C2/
cycles/month and 40�C2/cycles/month, respectively.

In addition to the power spectrum, another important aspect is how the El-Ni~no and La-Ni~na events
develop. Composite Hovmoller plots of El-Ni~no show reasonable timing in CESM-H (Figure 12e) compared
to observations (Figure 12d). The CESM-S El-Ni~no is too strong too early in the west-central Pacific (Figure
12f). However, composite La-Ni~nas show that CESM-H (Figure 12h) does not capture the observed recur-
rence of la-Ni~na in the second year (see Figure 12g). This contrasts with CESM-S (Figure 12i) and the previ-
ously mentioned long CCSM4 and CESM1 control runs, which do exhibit the second-year La-Ni~na [see Deser
et al., 2012]. (Note that for CESM-H there were 14 El-Ni~no and 13 La-Ni~nas used for the respective compo-
sites, whilst for CESM-S 26 El-Ni~no and 30 La-Ni~nas were used, for both Figures 12 and 13.)

The spatial SST and sea level pressure distribution during ENSO events is displayed as a composite of warm
minus cold events for observations (Figures 13a and 13d) CESM-H (Figures 13b and 13d), and CESM-S (Fig-
ures 13c and 13f). In June-July-August preceeding the peak (JJA0), the basin-scale SST anomaly in the Pacific
Ocean is well reproduced by the model at both resolutions, as are the teleconnections to the south-east
South Pacific ocean, seen as a cyclonic/anticyclonic couplet of surface pressure cells to the north/south
respectively (Figures 13a213c). However, as expected from Figure 12, the magnitude of these features is

Figure 13. ENSO composites based on warm minus cold events of greater than 61 standard deviation of Nino3.4 time series. (a–c) For JJA before the peak and (d–f) for following DJF.
Years 1920–2011 of HadISST and NOAA Merged Land-Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST) [Smith and Reynolds, 2005] land surface temperature, and sea level pressure (SLP)
from the twentieth Century Reanalysis [Compo et al., 2011] (Figures 13a and 13d). CESM-H years 15–100 (Figures 13b and 13e), and CESM-S, years 1–166 (Figures 13c and 13f). Surface
temperature (�C, color) and SLP (contours—interval 2hPa).
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stronger in CESM-S than observed, whilst CESM-H is more comparable with observations. In JJA preceeding
the peak and through to the peak period of December-January-February (DJF), CESM-H has a maximum SST
signal in the far-east equatorial Pacific (classic El-Ni~no, Figures 13b and 13e) whereas observations (Figures
13a and 13d) and CESM-S (Figures 13c and 13f) maximize further west, suggesting an influence of central
Pacific/Modoki El-Ni~no. Finally, the low pressure cell over the north-east Pacific in DJF, part of the ‘‘atmos-
pheric bridge’’ which acts to cool N. Pacific SST [Alexander et al., 2002], is weaker in CESM-H (Figure 13e) and
in CESM-S (Figure 13f) than in observations (Figure 13d), more so in CESM-H. Put another way, the N. Pacific
teleconnection is weak even when the equatorial Pacific SST signal is too strong (Figure 13f), and it gets
weaker still when the equatorial SST signal gets weaker (Figure 13e). Note however that there can be con-
siderable model variability of N. Pacific response in multidecade means, as indicated by Alexander et al.
[2002], for ensembles of 50 year integrations (see their Figure 14).

4.3. Intraseasonal and Synoptic Variability
4.3.1. Tropical Cyclones
Comparison of the CESM-H Tropical Cyclone (TC) tracks with the observed record [International Best Track
Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTRACS); Knapp et al., 2010] reveals that the model has too little TC

Figure 14. Tropical cyclone and hurricane tracks: (a) from a 30 year segment (years 60–90) of CESM-H and (b) from the IBTRACS analysis of
observations for 1970–1999 (derived from Knapp et al. [2010]). Storms with maximum wind speed> 33m/s shown. The tracking method is
described in Bacmeister et al. [2014].
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activity in the North Atlantic and eastern Pacific, but too much strong hurricane (Category 3–5) activity in
the West Pacific, and Bay of Bengal (Figure 14). The former is a common problem amongst climate model
that permit TCs, and may relate to below-observed SST in the former regions and above-observed SST in
the latter (Figure 3a), but other factors such as wind shear and tropospheric temperature difference may
have an influence. A 0.25� atmosphere-only simulation with observed HadISST surface boundary conditions
and with similar model configuration of CAM5 to our run does exhibit more realistic North Atlantic and East
Pacific TCs, suggesting SST is an important factor, but it also exhibits perhaps overactive TC activity in the

Figure 15. Wavenumber (ordinate)-frequency (absicca) spectrum of tropical precipitation variability in DJF. (a) TRMM, years 2000–2010, (b) CESM-S, years 136–167. (c) CESM-H, years 64–
74, (d) CESM-H years 75–85. Circled regions are referred to in the text.
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West Pacific (A. Gettelman, personal communication, 2013). Another notable feature of CESM-H is that it
does not have the minimum in TC activity observed in the north central Pacific near the dateline, suggested
by Bacmeister et al. [2014] to relate to ITCZ biases. Note that only climate models of resolution of around
0.5� or finer exhibit active TCs so an advantage of the CESM-H run (and previous long high-resolution runs
mentioned in the Introduction) is that large-scale and long period climate modes can be analyzed together
with their influence on TCs (such as Atlantic MultiDecadal Variability and ENSO).

4.3.2. Intraseasonal Variability
Observed intraseasonal tropical precipitation variability is dominated by the eastward propagating
Madden-Julian Oscillation, as shown in wavenumber-frequency spectra of TRMM precipitation measure-
ments in winter (Figure 15a, red circle, and the dashed vertical lines demark the intraseasonal range
between 30 and 90 days). CESM-S has energy at longer periods (Figure 15b), a common feature of CAM5
and CESM at this resolution. The CESM-H run exhibits considerable decade to decade differences in the
intraseasonal variability: some decades have negligible intraseasonal variability but a suggestion of shorter
period variability (Figure 15c), whilst other decades do have variability at a frequency similar to observations
but with weaker amplitude than observed and a narrower wavenumber range (Figure 15d). As with many
previous climate model simulations, the ratio of energy in eastward versus westward propagating features
is much smaller than observed. It can also be seen that in some cases, there is an improvement in propaga-
tion characteristics of the dynamical intraseasonal variability (e.g., in zonal wind at 850 hPa) in CESM-H rela-
tive to CESM-S and uncoupled CAM5, but the precipitation signals remain fairly weak (Figure S4).

5. Midlatitude Atmosphere and Ocean Synoptic Variability

In the midlatitudes, small-scale features of importance include (but are not limited to) orographically forced
precipitation, ocean eddies and their interaction with the atmosphere, storm tracks, and cold air outbreaks.
High resolution has been suggested to improve simulation of these features, by better resolving orography
[Delworth et al., 2012], ocean fronts and eddies (e.g., Western Boundary Currents [Bryan et al., 2007]), and
their interaction with the atmosphere storm track [Small et al., 2014, and references therein]. These proc-
esses are described here with reference to the new CESM simulations.

5.1. Mesoscale Convective Systems off the Rockies
Over the continental U.S. during the warm season, there is a late afternoon local precipitation maximum
over the Rockies (between 100�W and 105�W) which leads to a nocturnal precipitation maximum over the
Plains (near 98�W–95�W) through the eastward propagation of precipitation, as documented originally in
surface rain gauge data, and high-resolution radar data [e.g., Wallace, 1975; Carbone et al., 2002], and more
recently in satellite data. Observations show that during the warm season, in the continental interior to the
lee of topography, much of the precipitation can be attributed to mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)
[Laing and Fritsch, 1997]. Typically, these MCSs and their eastward propagation in the lee of mountains are
not simulated by GCMs due to the models’ coarse resolution and limitations of parameterized convection
schemes [Pritchard et al., 2011].

A time-longitude diagram of the observed precipitation shows the timing of the diurnal signature over the
Rockies (Figure 16a) with a maximum at about 00Z near 102�W, and an associated eastward propagation of
the precipitation maximum to between 90�W and 95�W by 12Z. In CESM-H run (Figure 16b), we also see
propagating features (circled) with a diurnal precipitation maximum over the Rockies at about 102�W at
00Z and eastward propagation to just east of 100�W by 06Z. In addition, a feature is seen at 105�W at 00Z,
which is almost stationary until 006Z, as well as a secondary maximum just west of 95�W at 09Z. A case
study of the progression of a precipitation event and its eastward propagation is illustrated in Figure S5,
and the location of an animation of such an event is given in the Acknowledgments.

The MCS events in CESM-H occur in April and May (in the only year of hourly data from the run), while in
observations they are more robust and coherent in June and July. Observed MCS over the Rockies exhibit
considerable interannual variability [Carbone et al., 2002], and it may be the case that the one model year is
not representative of a longer-term average. Further, the modeled propagation speed (about 5–10 m s21) is
slow compared to the observed composite (�16 m s21), but observations show a broad range of propaga-
tion speeds varying from 7 to 30 m s21 in individual events. Further investigation of the characteristics of
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the model events compared with observations and other resolution simulations (including atmosphere only
at 0.125�) is planned.

5.2. Extratropical Storm Tracks Including Cold-Air Outbreaks and Ocean Fronts
Field campaigns such as KESS [Donohue et al., 2008] and CLIMODE [The Climode Group et al., 2009] have
identified strong air-sea interaction at western boundary currents [see reviews by Kelly et al., 2010; Kwon
et al., 2010]. Notable features are the cold-air outbreaks that occur over the western North Atlantic and
North Pacific, when large sensible and latent heat fluxes occur as cool continental air flows over the rela-
tively warm ocean waters. Depending on the season, the upward heat fluxes may occur in the coastal zone
(usually in deep winter, when coastal water is warmer than continental air), or over the warm western
boundary currents, Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Extension (often in spring, when SST at the coast is colder
than the near-surface air temperature, which in turn is colder than the SST in the western boundary current)
[Young and Sikora, 2003]. These upward heat fluxes can fuel synoptic atmospheric storms and provide a link
between the surface and the free troposphere [Booth et al., 2012, and references therein]. Examples of indi-
vidual cold air outbreaks in CESM-H are shown in Figure S6 and the location of an animation of 1 years
worth of hourly data showing global latent heat flux over SST is given in the Acknowledgments.

Here we investigate the net effect on the climatological mean latent heat flux. For comparison, we use a
high-resolution (0.25�) version of the Objectively Analysed air-sea FLUX data set (OAFLUX) [Yu and Weller,
2007], which has been described and assessed in Jin and Yu [2013] and is referred to as OAFLUX-0.25�.

The wintertime (DJF) mean of latent heat flux (LHFLX) from OAFLUX-0.25� shows maximum along the Gulf
Stream core of warm water of just over 350 W m22 (Figure 17a). There are two notable differences about
the corresponding CESM-H field (Figure 17b): first, the band of maximum LHFLX separates from the conti-
nent further north than observed, and second, the maximum values are much higher, up to 475 W m22 in
the core of the Gulf Stream. The first difference may reasonably be assumed to be due to the too-
northward separation of the Gulf Stream warm water core (see Figure 17d). Insight into the second
difference is found by examining the climatological LHFLX from the uncoupled CESM-A simulation

Figure 16. Diurnal cycle and propagation of precipitation over Rockies. The composite time (in local hours) versus longitude diagram for precipitation from (a) TRMM observations aver-
aged over June and July and (b) one season (April to May) of CESM-H with available hourly data.
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(Figure 17c)—this takes values much closer to OAFLUX-0.25� (Figure 17a) than CESM-H (Figure 17b). As the
atmosphere model is identical in CESM-H and CESM-A, this suggests that the higher LHFLX in CESM-H is
due to SST errors rather than internal atmospheric dynamics and upstream states (e.g., winds, low level
humidity).

The SST in CESM-H is too warm by over 7�C in the Gulf Stream ‘‘overshoot’’ region (i.e., where the Gulf
Stream erroneously enters the region of observed, much colder, shelf waters giving rise to the bull’s-eye of
SST difference), and there is a broader warm anomaly of between 1�C and 2�C in the subtropical north-west
Atlantic (Figure 17d), part of the general extratropical warming noted with respect to Figure 3. The broad
warmth of CESM-H compared to observed SST will lead to more surface instability and increase the LHFLX,
as will the more nearshore path of the Gulf Stream after Cape Hatteras, because air coming off the conti-
nent will have less time to adjust to the underlying ocean before meeting the Gulf Stream.

Note that the LHFLX errors in CESM-S are more extensive than in CESM-H, due to the larger SST errors in the
former case (Figure 3), and the broad cool SST difference east of the North Atlantic Current (Figure 3b) leads
to LHFLX errors of �2100 W m22 in that region (not shown).

It has also been noted in observations that the highest frequency of strong winds near the surface, and the
highest synoptic surface wind variability, occurs on the warm side of ocean fronts [Sampe and Xie, 2007;
Joyce et al., 2009; Booth et al., 2010]. Atmosphere models with relatively smooth SST do not show such local-
ized maxima over the oceans [Small et al., 2014] and current research is on whether coarse or fine resolution
coupled models can capture the same features. Figure S7 shows that CESM-H has a slightly stronger and
narrower peak of synoptic variability at 10 m over the Gulf Stream and downstream of the Kuroshio Exten-
sion in DJF (Figure S7a) than CESM-S (Figure S7b), while both are much stronger than corresponding fields
from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Figure S7c). A full analysis of the surface storm track, its variability and relation-
ship with the free tropospheric storm track is underway.

Figure 17. Climatological mean for DJF of latent heat flux from (a) OAFLUX-0.25� , (b) CESM-H, and (c) CESM-A. (d) Corresponding SST difference between CESM-H and OISST-0.25� [Reyn-
olds et al., 2007]. (The latter was used as surface boundary condition for CESM-A.) Figures 17c and 17d cover the same geographic area as Figures 17a and 17b.
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5.3. Ocean Variability
Ocean variability in the model,
measured in terms of SST and
Sea Surface Height (SSH), was
compared against that seen in
OISST-0.25o [Reynolds et al.,
2007] and in the weekly Archiv-
ing, Validation and Interpreta-
tion of Satellite Oceanographic
(AVISO) merged product [Ducet
and Le-Traon, 2001], respec-
tively. The standard deviation
of SST (hereafter rSST) in
CESM-H captures the same
spatial characteristics found in
the NOAA OI, with high rSST in
the western boundary current
extensions and the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (ACC), but
the magnitude of rSST in
CESM-H is up to two times
higher in the Gulf Stream, Kur-
oshio Extension, and ACC (Fig-

ure 18). The large ratios of variability are not mainly due to displacements of the regions of variability but
represent an actual strengthening of variability in the model (Figure S8). There is an overall too-low rSST
bias in the Tropical and North Atlantic which may be connected to the lack of Tropical cyclones in the Atlan-
tic (Figure 14). The Tropical Pacific rSST is better represented in CESM-H than the Atlantic, but still slightly
weak (Figures 18 and S8).

In the standard resolution CESM-S, rSST is very low in most regions of the Globe except for the equatorial
Pacific and east Indian Ocean (related to ENSO variability discussed earlier), the west Tropical Indian Ocean,
Kuroshio/Oyashio Extension, and the subpolar south-east Pacific (possibly related to the strong ENSO tele-
connection). SST variability in the Kuroshio/Oyashio Extension in this resolution model has been discussed
by Thompson and Kwon [2010], who found that the model places the oceanic jet in the region of highest
SST gradient, so that fluctuations of the jet causes large SST anomalies. In contrast, observations show that
the jet and the strongest SST gradient are displaced meridionally by almost 500 km and hence the SST vari-
ability is less.

The standard deviation of CESM-H sea surface height (hereafter rSSH, Figure 19b) compares well with the
AVISO product, (Figure 19a). There is a less notable overestimation of rSSH than with rSST, but the western
boundary currents (notably Kuroshio Extension, Brazil/Malvinas confluence) and ACC are still too strong. In
the equatorial Pacific, by contrast, rSSH is too weak in CESM-H, as also seen in the SST (Figure 18). In CESM-
S (Figure 19c), SSH variability is weaker than observed everywhere except in the Tropical Pacific and Indian
Ocean. The larger variability of SSH in the eastern equatorial Pacific in CESM-S relative to CESM-H is consist-
ent with the larger SST variability in the former (Figure 18), partly due in turn to the strong ENSO activity
(Figure 12).

rSSH for AVISO and CESM-H was further decomposed into different time period bands of (i) less than 90
days denoting the mesoscale band (ii) 90–400 days the annual cycle and harmonics, and (iii) greater than
400 days for low frequency variability. rSSH in each of the different frequency bands compare quite well
between the model and observations (Figure S9) except in the Kuroshio Extension, tropics, and Southern
Ocean. The Kuroshio Extension has higher variance in the mesoscale band in the model (Figures S9a and
S9b). More analysis of Kuroshio extension eddy variability, its heat transport, and relationship to atmosphere
heat transport, can be found in [see also Bishop and Bryan, 2013; S. P. Bishop et al., Bjerknes-like compensa-
tion between eddy components of meridional heat transport in the wintertime North Pacific, submitted to
Journal of Physical Oceanography, 2014]. In contrast to the Kuroshio Extension region, the equatorial Pacific

Figure 18. The ratio of the standard deviation of SST variability between model and OISST-
0.25� [Reynolds et al., 2007]. The annual cycle is removed from the monthly data. (a) CESM-
H, years 60–90 and (b) CESM-S, years 136–165.
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has too low rSSH at low frequencies in CESM-H (Figures S9c and S9d). Thus, despite the impressive SST
power spectrum (Figure 12) in Nino3.4, the high-resolution model has a weak SSH variability. In the South-
ern Ocean ACC, rSSH is high in CESM-H across all the frequency bands (Figure S9).

6. Discussion

A question that arises from the current study is why the new generation CESM model avoided the initial and
sizeable surface trends seen in previous high-resolution CCSM4 simulations (overly thick Arctic ice and cool
high northern latitude SST in McClean et al. [2011], and a dramatic reduction of Arctic sea ice and generally
overwarm temperatures in Kirtman et al. [2012]. McClean et al. [2011] point to an intensified and contracted
polar vortex helping to produce the high-latitude Northern Hemisphere cold state, via increased surface wind
stress. Kirtman et al. [2012] suggest that too much ocean heat transport contributes to the Arctic warming, lead-
ing to a reduction in Arctic sea ice, which triggered ice-albedo feedbacks to further warm the high latitudes.

The ocean meridional heat transport from CESM-H and the Kirtman et al. simulation is shown in Figure 20.
Overall, the total heat transport is similar between the two cases, but there is slightly more total heat transport
in the Tropical Northern Hemisphere peak, and slightly less in the subpolar gyre, in CESM-H. Weaker heat trans-
port in the subpolar gyre is one possible factor for more sea-ice in the CESM-H than in Kirtman et al. [2012].

In the Northern Hemisphere winter, the current high-resolution simulation shows some evidence for the
strong and contracted polar vortex seen in McClean et al. [2011] (but it is much less pronounced in the
annual mean in our simulation). Hence the wind stress in mid and high latitudes in this new run in winter is
just as strong as that seen in the McClean et al. [2011] simulation. (Compare Figures 5a and 5b of current

Figure 19. Standard deviation of sea surface height (SSH) variability (in cm) from (a) observations (AVISO), (b) CESM-H, and (c) CESM-S.
Note nonlinear color scale. CESM-H data have been put on the AVISO grid.
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paper with Figure 5 of McClean
et al. [2011], and note that differ-
ences in the climatological mean
wind stress vectors between
QuiKSCAT and ERS-scatterometer
are much smaller than the model-
observation differences.) The first
15 years or so of our new simula-
tion did show global ocean cool-
ing (see Figure 2a near the ocean
surface) as the model adjusted to
the initial conditions. However,
there was no evidence of the
large >5�C cooling of the N.
Atlantic subpolar gyre, nor of the
rapid Arctic sea ice growth seen
in McClean et al. [2011].

Our CESM-H experiment also
exhibits key improvements in the
simulation of ENSO. El-Ni~no and

La-Ni~na events are much weaker in CESM-H, in closer agreement with observations. Myriad processes gov-
ern the amplitude of ENSO, complicating the attribution of this improvement. The strength of the feedbacks
involved in the growth and decay of ENSO events is controlled by the mean and seasonal climate of the
equatorial Pacific, including the zonal SST gradient, the thermocline depth and stratification, as well as the
strength of the equatorial trade winds [Fedorov and Philander, 2001; Meehl et al., 2001; Jin et al., 1994].
Atmospheric processes, such as the response of deep convection and air-sea fluxes to SST anomalies, could
play an equally important role [Guilyardi et al., 2006; Bellenger et al., 2014]. Therefore, attributing the cause
of improved ENSO simulation is not straightforward.

Stronger stratification, shallower thermocline, or zonal wind stress in the western equatorial Pacific can lead
to stronger ENSO [Meehl et al., 2001]. Conversely, stronger easterlies east of the dateline are associated with
weaker ENSO variability [Kirtman and Schopf, 1998; Burgman et al., 2008]. However, differences in these fea-
tures of the mean climate among the experiments and observations do not directly explain why CESM-H
simulates weaker ENSO than CESM-S in better agreement with observations. The following are examples:

1. Both CESM-H and CESM-S simulate a deeper thermocline than observed, which would lead to a weaker
El-Ni~no than observed. CESM-H has a deeper thermocline than CESM-S (e.g., 20�C isotherm at 150�W is at
150 and 135 m, respectively) but has a slightly stronger temperature gradient (going from 16�C to 22�C
over 55 and 60 m, respectively, at the same longitude).

2. Meanwhile, the zonal SST gradient in CESM-H very well matches observations, and is stronger than
CESM-S (compare Figures 7a and 7b), which should lead to a stronger Nino3.4 SST variability in the
higher-resolution case.

3. Finally, Figures 5b and 5c shows that CESM-H has stronger than observed, and stronger than CESM-S,
zonal winds in the east equatorial Pacific, which would suggests a reduction in ENSO variability following
Kirtman and Schopf [1998].

In summary, the deeper thermocline of the high-resolution run, and stronger eastern Equatorial trade
winds, are possible factors for the weaker Nino3.4 variability than in the standard resolution case, but fur-
ther research is needed to confirm this, and determine the role of other ocean and atmosphere processes
which would potentially control the amplitude and frequency of ENSO events.

Meanwhile, in the Tropical Atlantic, the present experiment appears to be the first high-resolution global
model to simulate a reasonable cold tongue and location of the ITCZ. All of the previous high-resolution
model studies show the well-known warm SST and southern ITCZ biases seen in lower-resolution runs. A
key factor in the current model performance is the improvement of Equatorial winds, possibly related to

Figure 20. Total global northward ocean heat transport, from years 35–60 of CESM-H
(blue curve) and from the high-resolution CCSM3.5 simulation of Kirtman et al. [2012]
(red curve). The mean (black line) and estimated range (shaded) derived from observa-
tions is from Trenberth and Caron [2001].
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land convection over South America. We are currently investigating how much of this is due to the new
physics schemes in CAM5, and how much due to resolution.

The use of high resolution in climate models enables the possibility of capturing small but possibly intense
events, such as Tropical Cyclones, MCS, frontal-scale air-sea interactions. However, high resolution often
comes at a price—many well-founded model schemes and parameterizations are designed for the coarser,
more typical resolution models. As an example, excessive precipitation in the ITCZ is a common feature of
high-resolution CAM5 and its predecessor CAM4 [Bacmeister et al., 2014], and is related to excessive low-
level moist heating and the coupling of low-level convergence and precipitation [Bacmeister et al., 2014,
D. Williamson, personal communication, 2013]. This and other reasons have led to the current development
of new convection schemes for CAM, as well as research into scale-aware parameterization.

The occurrence of deep ocean warming in CESM-H is not unusual among global high-resolution climate
models. Warming between 500 and 1000 m of comparable amplitude to our simulation was also seen by
Delworth et al. [2012] in the CM2.5 model (0.5� atmosphere, 0.25� ocean). They found a much reduced sub-
surface drift in their CM2.6 simulation (0.5� atmosphere, 0.1� ocean) and attributed the large drift in CM2.5
to inadequate representation of eddies in the ‘‘eddy-permitting’’ regime, believing that the CM2.6 simula-
tion corrected this by resolving eddies explicitly. Recently, Griffies et al. [2014] diagnosed the heat budget of
this suite of simulations and concluded that CM2.6 better represents eddy transport of heat upward to
counteract downward transport of heat by the mean flow, leading to a more balanced budget and reduced
heating tendency in the top 1000 m of the ocean. Our results show slightly less warming in the 500—
1000 m depth range in CESM-H compared to CESM-S, but more warming in the upper 200 m (especially in
the first 30 years, Figures 2a and 2b). A parameterization of submesoscale processes [Fox-Kemper et al.,
2008], which Griffies et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2014) show to be important in cooling the depths
between about 50 and 500 m, has been included in CESM-S but not in CESM-H. Another factor is that our
runs, like Delworth et al. [2012], used very short (1 year) ocean-ice spin-ups: Sakamoto et al. [2012] used a
much longer (100 year) spin-up and achieved much smaller drift (�0.1�C over 100 years) in their coupled
simulation.

It may be argued that for the high horizontal resolution experiments discussed here, an accompanying
increase in vertical resolution should have been applied [Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz, 1989]. Although
experiments with a higher number of vertical levels in the free troposphere have recently been performed
(giving a total of 60 levels [Richter et al., 2014]), they did not increase resolution in the boundary layer. Cur-
rent and future work is on investigating the air-sea interaction response, and the mean climate, of simula-
tions with extra vertical levels in boundary layer and higher (S. Park et al., personal communication, 2013).

The extensive and long data set generated under this study will hopefully be valuable to the community
with interest in how increased resolution changes the mean and variability of the simulated climate. To this
end, the data are available to the public, as described in the Acknowledgments below.

7. Summary and Future Plans

A new high-resolution CESM simulation has been performed for 100 years, the longest such simulation with
CAM5. The main highlights of the run are as follows:

1. Equatorial Pacific SST biases are small (mostly <0.2�C), and globally the SST bias relative to observations
is quite low compared to a standard resolution case.

2. The power spectrum of Ni~no3.4 SST time series reveals that the frequency and amplitude of ENSO is com-
parable to observations, with much less variance than previous CESM/CCSM runs. The typical generation
and decay of El-Ni~no events compares well with the observed record, but the La-Ni~na events do not
show the observed second-year reemergence.

3. There is a notably small SST bias in the equatorial Atlantic where a realistic cold tongue in the eastern
basin develops in JJA and the ITCZ keeps mostly north of the Equator. Most climate models (including
the CMIP5 generation and CCSM4) have a weak cold tongue or even a reversal of the zonal SST gradient.
In this case, much of the improvement is also seen in the lower-resolution version of the model indicating
a fundamental change from CCSM4 to CESM.
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4. In the ocean, the model eddy field is very rich and comparable to observations in terms of SSH variability:
however the SST variability is too high. Ocean fronts are quite well represented: long-standing issues of
the Gulf Stream path overshooting at Cape Hatteras and being too zonal in its extension still exist, but
the consequent SST biases are considerably reduced compared to standard resolution models.

5. A consequence of having strong SST gradients is that the overlying atmospheric boundary layer and
storm track is modified, such that some of the strongest near-surface wind variability in the Globe occurs
over the warm side of ocean fronts. In addition, huge amounts of heat are passed from ocean to atmos-
phere as cold winter continental air passes over western boundary currents. The climatological latent
heat flux is, however, too strong over the Gulf Stream in the coupled model. Comparison with an
atmosphere-only model reveals that the SST bias of the coupled model leads to the error.

6. Mesoscale Convective Systems over the Rocky Mountains, which contribute to many of the important
summertime weather events in the central U.S. are also seen in this simulation, but tend to occur earlier
in the year, in spring, and have slower propagation speeds than most observed systems.

7. In common with some previous high-resolution runs [e.g., McClean et al., 2011; Sakamoto et al., 2012],
Tropical Cyclones are permitted. The tracks of these extreme events are somewhat realistic except for a
striking lack of storms in the N. Atlantic and E. Pacific basins, whilst there are too many strong systems in
the western Pacific.

8. The substantial overestimation of Southern Hemisphere summer sea-ice seen in previous CCSM/CESM
models is not seen; however, there is a general underestimation of summer sea ice in both high-
resolution and standard resolution CESM in the perpetual year 2000 conditions.

Despite these improvements, some limitations of the model simulations persist, such as substantial deep
ocean model drift at both high and standard resolutions, excessive precipitation in the ITCZ and wind stress
in the extratropical storm tracks, and an overdiffuse Equatorial thermocline. Current model development
with CESM is aiming to address these issues.

Current and future plans with these simulations include (i) the analysis of Kuroshio Extension variability on
interannual to decadal time scales, and the atmospheric circulation response, (ii) investigation of possible
compensation between ocean eddy heat transport and atmosphere heat transport, (iii) Southern Ocean var-
iability, including response of the ocean to changing wind stress in a high-resolution coupled system, (iv)
ocean near-inertial wave response to strong winds, (v) relationship of extreme events to large-scale modes
of variability, (vi) analysis of Tropical Atlantic climate, and (vii) improvement of regridding of winds onto
coastal ocean cells for upwelling studies. In addition, different resolution models are being analyzed (includ-
ing one with 0.25� resolution in atmosphere, 1� in ocean) to more clearly distinguish the role of resolving
ocean features versus resolving atmosphere features in the model improvements seen in CESM-H.
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